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Constructing and Using PhylogeniesConstructing and Using PhylogeniesConstructing and Using PhylogeniesConstructing and Using Phylogenies

Outline:

the problem

constructing phylogenies
informative characters
direction of change  -- outgroup
methods  -- parsimony (maximum likelihood, bayesian)
reliability-- bootstrapping

using phylogenies to answer evolutionary questions
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phylogenetic analysis and evolution

evolution is intrinsically hierarchical --->  lineage diversification

phylogeny:  hypothesis about the evolutionary history 
of a group of species

reconstructing evolutionary history

groupings that reflect shared ancestry

how has the character changed over time
how much diversity does the character show now
species turnover  -- substitution of groups  (extant vs. fossil)

types of characters

(morphological, behavioral, ecological)

molecular: rDNA, mtDNA, nuclear genes
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phylogeny reconstruction

• choose genes of interest

• identify homologous genes in other species

• align sequences

• calculate tree

characters that appear in only one species are uninformative

characters that appear in more than one species may be informative
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synapomorphy:  shared derived character

complete metamorphosis
is a synapomorphy of 
holometabolous insects

synapomorphy in molecular data
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genus Pica

genus Cyanopica

an outgroup enables a rooted phylogenetic tree

an outgroup is a species that diverged before
the existence of the last common ancestor 
of all of the other species being studied

how do we decide which tree is best?

Parsimony:  topology that minimizes 
total evolutionary change
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Other criteria besides parsimony can be used 
to build and evaluate trees

Distance methods:  
group taxa according to overall similarity

Maximum Likelihood:
for a particular phylogeny, what is the probability 

of getting the observed character distribution 

Bayesian methods:
what is the probability of the tree being accurate

given a particular model of evolution

Challenges to phylogenetic inference: unequal rates of change

Length of A + B + C
D         E

A          C
B
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long branch attraction

consensus of 27 most 

parsimonious trees
ML tree Diptera and Strepsiptera

have unusually long branchs

problem:  long branch attraction

where do the Strepsiptera belong?
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Challenges to phylogenetic inference:  non-vertical evolution

recombination

hybridization

lateral gene transfer

Challenges to phylogenetic inference:  homoplasy

ancestor

had the

same

feature

→

homology

ancestor

had initial

feature that

led to later

similarity

→

parallelism

→

more distant

common

ancestor

convergence

CuscutaPhoradendron
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how many different trees?how many different trees?how many different trees?how many different trees?

more 13 species trees than people on earth

more 22 spp trees than stars in the universe
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A            B                C C B A

B           A                C

statistically evaluate individual clades
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Bootstrapping

used to determine confidence in a give node

resample data (with replacement)
build new phylogeny
determine if node is present
repeat 100 – 10,000 times

Phylogenies and statistical confidence
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bootstrap confidence intervals

Using phylogenies:  origin of the ratitesUsing phylogenies:  origin of the ratitesUsing phylogenies:  origin of the ratitesUsing phylogenies:  origin of the ratites
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ratites are restricted to the southern hemisphere
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ratites are a monophyletic group

loss of flight has occurred 
repeatedly

A phylogeny represents the evolutionary history of a lineage in terms
in terms of when splits arose and how much descendant taxa
differ from the ancestor

Molecular sequence data have revolutionized the construction of 
phylogenies because they provide large numbers of simple
characters

Phylogenies are based on shared derived characters; ancestral vs.
derived state is determined by comparison to an outgroup

Parsimony is the most frequently used method for constructing 
phylogenies, but it may produce multiple equally parsimonious
trees, especially if the number of taxa is large

Bootstrapping is a statistical method used to evaluate clades within
a phylogenetic tree

Robust phylogenies based on molecular data enable evolutionary 
biologists to address several types of questions


